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Abstract. Electronic Health Records (EHRs), Big Data, Knowledge
Graphs (KGs) and machine learning can potentially be a great step to-
wards the technological shift from the one-size-fit-all medicine, where
treatments are based on an equal protocol for all the patients, to the
precision medicine, which takes count of all their individual information:
lifestyle, preferences, health history, genomics, and so on. However, the
lack of data which characterizes low-resource languages is a huge limi-
tation for the application of the above-mentioned technologies. In this
work, we will try to fill this gap by means of transformer language models
and few-shot approaches and we will apply similarity-based deep learn-
ing techniques on the constructed KG for downstream applications. The
proposed architecture is general and thus applicable to any low-resource
language.

Keywords: Knowledge Graphs · Electronic Health Records · Trans-
former Language Models.

1 Introduction

The Big Data paradigm has become a reality thanks to the availability of an ever-
growing quantity of data and the synergetic progress in computing infrastruc-
tures and data analysis techniques [6]. To the current state, Big Data solutions
are already in use to support us in our daily life for safety [26], entertainment [25]
and healthcare [3] inter alia.

In the healthcare industry, the recent progress made in Electronic Health
Records (EHRs) has enabled the collection of huge quantities of data related to
the medical histories of patients (e.g. laboratory measurements, radiology imag-
ing, clinical notes). Being closer to the actual practice of medicine as compared
with the idealized information presented in textbooks and journals, EHRs pro-
vide the possibility to (1) identify possible causal relations between healthcare
entities (e.g. symptoms, diseases, measurements) which are not even written in
books [30] and (2) suggest personalized treatments.

The heterogeneous information of EHRs can be organized in graph data
structures, a.k.a. Knowledge Graphs (KGs), which capture the relationships be-
tween different entities by linking them through edges. Once the KG is con-
structed, not only can data be easily and interactively visualized and explored
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Fig. 1. Overview of the planned methodology.

by analysts and physicians, but they can also be analyzed with machine and
deep learning techniques to solve complex tasks, such as providing personalized
therapies. For example, KGs have been effectively used for the prediction of ad-
verse drug reactions in patients [46] and for drug repurposing for the treatment
of COVID-19 [40] especially thanks to embedding methods which allow to rep-
resent the KG entities in an Euclidean space and thus to exploit distance and
similarity-based metrics to analyze relations between nodes.

In this work, we will try to pave the way towards the application of healthcare
KGs in low-resource languages, where all the advances detailed above — in
EHRs, KGs and analytics techniques — cannot be fully exploited due to the
lack of data. Specifically, the overall project contributions are summarized as
follows:

1. Pre-training of a transformer language model [4, 8, 29] based on Italian
biomedical corpora

2. Definition of few-shot learning approaches to use the pre-trained model to
recognize entities and relations from clinical notes

3. Entity linking to external knowledge bases with similarity-based approaches
4. Smart navigation and analysis of the constructed KG with deep learning

similarity-based techniques.

2 Planned Methodology

Figure 1 shows an outline of the planned methodology, which will be detailed in
the remainder of this section.

2.1 Language Model: pre-training & fine-tuning

The automatic understanding and processing of clinical notes is a challenging
task due to several peculiarities, i.e. negations, synonyms, alternate spelling of
entities, non-standard abbreviations, polysemous words [7, 43]. Thanks to their
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Fig. 2. Example of PETER application.

effectiveness in leveraging both words and their contexts, transformer language
models (e.g. BERT [8], GPT-3 [4], T5 [29]) have proven to be a valuable solution
for this challenge. They are first pre-trained on huge quantities of unlabeled text
data and then fine-tuned with labeled data to solve downstream tasks (e.g. sen-
tence classification, part-of-speech labeling). Inspired by recent works in biomed-
ical language understanding which have shown that performance of downstream
tasks can be strongly improved by pre-training on biomedical text data (e.g.
papers, clinical notes) [2,20,22], we will pre-train an Italian biomedical language
model and fine-tune it to build our KG by detecting entities (Named Entity
Recognition, a.k.a. NER [14]) and extracting unknown relational facts (Relation
Extraction [28, 35,44,45]) from clinical notes.

The lack of annotated data characterizing low-resource languages imposes
the use of few-shot learning approaches [12,19,27,33,36,42]. Pattern-Exploiting
Training (PET) [32] has been proved to be an effective technique to fine-tune
language models for few-shot classification tasks. Hence, we developed PETER
(Pattern-Exploiting Training for Named Entity Recognition), a slight adapta-
tion which allows to use PET for NER and we intuitively describe it in Figure
2. Given a sequence of tokens x (i.e. a sentence) a ”pattern” is applied to each
token to generate input examples containing a mask token which will be replaced
by the model with the appropriate label (which indicates if the token is at the
beginning, inside or outside of an entity mention). In this way, the language
model leverages the knowledge it has acquired during the pre-training phase to
solve the downstream task, hence requiring few samples to obtain satisfactory
performance.

2.2 Entity Linking

The knowledge retrieved from EHRs will be extended with external knowledge
bases containing additional useful information. For example, WikiData [37] al-
lows to link diseases with their corresponding International Classification of Dis-
eases (ICD) code and to enrich nodes with suggested drugs, therapies, health
specialty, and so on. The Entity Linking task consists in annotating mentions
with their corresponding identifier in an external knowledge base. It involves
candidate-entity generation and ranking [1], i.e. retrieving all the possible en-
tities which may be linked to an entity mention and returning the most likely
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one. Current literature shows the effectiveness of semantic similarity-based ap-
proaches which use neural networks and word embeddings [11,18] to capture the
semantic correspondence between entity mentions and external entities. To this
end, we plan to use word embeddings obtained with the pre-trained language
model to compute the distance between the entities recognized in clinical notes
and WikiData concepts, and thus link the most appropriate one.

2.3 Knowledge Graph Analysis

Despite the construction of the KG being an important step in our project, its
smart navigation and analysis is essential to effectively use it as a supportive
tool in the actual practice of medicine. To this end, we will leverage similarity
measures which take count of not only the informative content of nodes (i.e. node
properties) but also the topological graph structure (e.g. path length and depth).
More specifically, we will leverage knowledge representation learning techniques,
which aim to learn low-dimensional embedding of nodes and relations.

Embeddings have to guarantee the possibility to define scoring functions [10],
which are used to measure the plausibility of facts, i.e. (head, relation, tail)
triples. As an example, a scoring function f can be exploited to return the
probability that a patient suffers from a disease given all its attributes (e.g. age,
sex, lifestyle) and laboratory exams →e.g. f(Alice, hasDisease,Diabetes) = 0.6.

We plan to employ similarity-based functions, which use semantic matching
to calculate the semantic similarity between entities [39, 41, 47]. To this end,
neural networks have been proven to effectively encode the semantic matching
principle by feeding entities or relations or both into deep networks to compute a
similarity score [17]. In particular, Graph Convolutional Neural networks (GCNs)
have been proven to be effective in leveraging the attributes associated with
nodes [15]. Node structures, attributes and relation types can be integrated in
weighted GCN models [34], which treat multi-relational KGs as multiple single-
relational graphs and learn weights when combining GCN embeddings for each
subgraph and node. The output of the l-th layer for the node vi can be thus
computed as:

hl+1
i = σ

( ∑
j∈Ni

αl
tg(hli, h

l
j)
)
, (1)

where: hli and hlj are the input vectors for nodes vi and vj , respectively, and vj is
a node in the neighborhood Ni of vi; αt is a learnable parameter specifying the
strength of the relation type t between two adiacent nodes; σ is an activation
function; g incorporates neighboring information with a coefficient matrix.

3 Early results

Our research activities have so far been focused on the first steps of our research
plan, i.e. data collection, pre-training and the definition of few-shot learning
techniques. In particular, the hospital Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria (AOU)
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Fig. 3. PETER comparison with the state-of-the-art in terms of F1 scores.

Federico II has provided a database with information about hospitalizations in
their cardiological departments. With reference to the pre-training phase, all
the clinical notes included in the above-mentioned database (646, 774 sentences)
have been collected and integrated with information collected from the forum
Medicitalia1 (14, 484, 684 sentences) and DBpedia [21] (7, 129 sentences).

Furthermore, a team of 8 biomedical engineers has labeled a subset of the
clinical notes to allow the fine-tuning of NER models. More in detail, the dataset
contains 6186 disease and 4918 symptom mentions annotated.

Finally, we compared PETER with state-of-the-art few-shot NER techniques
[5, 13, 16, 23, 24, 31] on three datasets: BC5CDR [38], NCBI-disease [9], and the
Italian NER dataset described above. Results in Figure 3 show that PETER
obtains higher results w.r.t. the other techniques in terms of F1 scores (y-axis)
in several few-shot contexts (x-axis). While models fine-tuned on BC5CDR and
NCBI-Disease are initialized with BioBERT [20], i.e. a biomedical transformer,
the Italian model has been initialized with GilBERTo2, which is trained on gen-
eral text corpora. The resulting poor performance shows the crucial importance
of the pre-training step we are currently working on.

4 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we have described the planned research methodology for the con-
struction and analysis of an Italian KG in healthcare. We have so far (1) col-
lected the required data to train the language model and (2) defined the few-shot
approach to be used. In future work, we will link medical entities to external
knowledge bases and analyze the developed KG with similarity-based techniques
which take count of both the topological graph structure and the information
content of nodes.

1 https://www.medicitalia.it/
2 https://github.com/idb-ita/GilBERTo
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